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Ma and the girls follow Pa west by train where they make their home at a rough railroad camp and plan for their own homestead. A
Newbery Honor Book. Reissue.
To help their friends, Hazel and her parents risk everything to visit a dangerous new world. Celebrating 50 consecutive issues by
the same award-winning creative team. Plus, the winners of the latest SAGA COSTUME CONTEST are revealed exclusively in
"To Be Continued," the letters page showcasing the best readers in comics!
Saga #8Image Comics
Before WATCHMEN, Alan Moore made his debut in the U.S. comic book industry with the revitalization of the horror comic book
THE SWAMP THING. His deconstruction of the classic monster stretched the creative boundaries of the medium and became one
ofthe most spectacular series in comic book history. With modern-day issues explored against a backdrop of horror, SWAMP
THING's stories became commentaries on environmental, political and social issues, unflinching in their relevance. SAGA OF
THESWAMP THING Book One collects issues #20-27 of this seminal series including the never-before-reprinted SAGA OF THE
SWAMP THING #20, where Moore takes over as writer and concludes the previous storyline. Book One begins with the story 'The
AnatomyLesson,' a haunting origin story that reshapes SWAMP THING mythology with terrifying revelations that begin a journey
of discovery and adventure that will take him across the stars and beyond.
"Special 2013: written by Steve Niles; artwork by Andrew Ritchie; letters by Shawn Lee; edits by Chris Ryall"--P. facing T.p.
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massivehardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy seriesfrom
the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writerBRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most
shocking and impactful issues fromthe epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe editionfeatures a striking, allnew original cover from Fiona Staples, as well asexclusive, never-before-seen extras. DeluxeHardcover format - 7.25"" x 10.875
CollectsSAGA #37-54
The rabbit ronin's adventures hit an early peak in this second volume featuring brand new original cover art by Stan Sakai! This
collection includes Usagi's first encounters with the Lord of Owls, Inspector Ishida, and more, and is highlighted by the Eisner
Award-winning Grasscutter, a grand tale assembling nearly all the series' characters in a struggle over the grasscutting sword of
Japanese legend, with the fate of the nation in the balance! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume 3 #7-#30 and Usagi Yojimbo: Green
Persimmon!
Earth sucks. The stars have been blocked out for so long that people have forgotten there was anything else besides the World
Government Alliance watching over them. When Uma Akkolyte jacks an alien spaceship and punches through the stratosphere
she sets forth on an adventure with an unlikely crew who are totally not ready for all the good, bad, and weird the universe will
throw at them. Collects issues #1-4 of the ongoing series. nFrom writers Jackson Lanzing and Collin Kelly (Batman and Robin
Eternal, Grayson) and artist Marcus To (Nightwing, New Avengers), Joyride is a rebellious love letter to the sci-fi genre, exploring
what happens when nothing stands between a group of teens and their freedom amongst the stars.n"...a satisfying escape. Its
confidence, joy, and colorful vision of space all contribute to genuinely fun read." - Comic Book Resources

Marko and Alana's long-lost babysitter Izabel finally returns to the fold, but at what cost?
The 1990s was the decade when Marvel Comics sold 8.1 million copies of an issue of the X-Men, saw its superstar
creators form their own company, cloned Spider-Man, and went bankrupt. The 1990s was when Superman died, Batman
had his back broken, and the runaway success of Neil Gaiman’s Sandman led to DC Comics’ Vertigo line of adult comic
books. It was the decade of gimmicky covers, skimpy costumes, and mega-crossovers. But most of all, the 1990s was
the decade when companies like Image, Valiant and Malibu published million-selling comic books before the industry
experienced a shocking and rapid collapse. American Comic Book Chronicles: The 1990s is a year-by-year account of
the comic book industry during the Bill Clinton years. This full-color hardcover volume documents the comic book
industry’s most significant publications, most notable creators, and most impactful trends from that decade. Written by
Keith Dallas and Jason Sacks.
The first of three volumes chronicling the entire NORTHLANDERS saga! Writer BRIAN WOOD (DMZ, REBELS, THE
MASSIVE), with a lineup of acclaimed artists including DAVIDE GIANFELICE (DAREDEVIL: REBORN) and RYAN
KELLY (LUCIFER), brings his modern, stylish sensibility a thousand years into the past. The British Isles were a tempting
target to the Vikings, who craved lush land to farm and rich monasteries to plunder, and the fractured Saxon kingdoms
were barely able to resist. But as time progressed and the centuries-old pagan belief in nature, the fates, and a raucous
warrior afterlife were gradually replaced by the rigid traditions of Christianity, a dark ages culture war took shape. An
exiled Viking warrior returns to Orkney to claim a family title in “Sven The Returned.
In one of the greatest American classics, Baldwin chronicles a fourteen-year-old boy's discovery of the terms of his
identity. Baldwin's rendering of his protagonist's spiritual, sexual, and moral struggle of self-invention opened new
possibilities in the American language and in the way Americans understand themselves. With lyrical precision,
psychological directness, resonating symbolic power, and a rage that is at once unrelenting and compassionate, Baldwin
tells the story of the stepson of the minister of a storefront Pentecostal church in Harlem one Saturday in March of 1935.
Originally published in 1953, Baldwin said of his first novel, "Mountain is the book I had to write if I was ever going to
write anything else." “With vivid imagery, with lavish attention to details ... [a] feverish story.” —The New York Times
Saga is back, as is almost the entire cast!
This gorgeous fantasy epic follows Jonas, a young boy from our human world, who stumbles into an alternate universe
through a painting in his grandmother's attic. When the portal closes behind him, Jonas must find another way home and
begins a journey through this strange and fascinating land. Along the way he meets Raya, who becomes his guardian in
the new world. But there are many things Raya is not telling Jonas, and this world is not peaceful. Raya takes Jonas to
the bucolic waterfall village of Ankal Aasha and brings him before a priest who tells him that his destiny is to heal the rift
in their world. Raya and Jonas travel to the city of King's Peak, home of the Worm Mountain, under which, according to
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legend, the great fire god Unurtha is buried. Here they find that the city's people have turned a blind eye to the dangers of
Unurtha and are using a crack in the mountain to harvest energy from the fire and create new kinds of energy crystals. It
is Jonas's job to stop this. But in a world of mounting violence, monstrous creatures, and shifting allegiances, what can
one small, scared, human boy do?
Collects Thor (1966) #292-301. The war between gods and Eternals may be over, but Thor's still left to face the Fourth
Celestial Host - along with the fearsome Fafnir, the devastating Destroyer and, as ever, the larcenous Loki! Plus: a
gathering of gods! The mystery of Mother Nature! The legends of Asgard across the millennia as told by the ultimate Eyewitness! Guest-starring the Valkyrie and the Young Gods!
Collects Miles Morales: Spider-Man (2018) #22-28. Nothing will ever be the same for the Morales family! The battle
against Ultimatum is over, but Miles and his family will bear the scars for the rest of their lives. A day with Starling may
raise Miles' spirits, but there's always another shoe about to drop - like symbiote dragons attacking Brooklyn! And that's
not the worst thing unleashed by the King in Black: Knull has taken over one of Miles' friends and is using them to go
after the young Spider-Man! If Miles can come out of this ordeal unscathed, he'll face an even greater one when the
Assessor's machinations are revealed at last - and Miles' Clone Saga will mess up his life even worse than Peter Parker's
did!
Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of the
last decade, is that rare example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and endlessly surprising. Written by
Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of Yorick Brown-the
only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his
lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on earth. Collects Y THE LAST MAN #1-10.
Continuing the series of books collecting the classic Robotech comic material. The stunning finale to the adaptation of the
Robotech Macross saga! It's the final battle between the humans and the Zentraedi, with the fate of Earth being sealed in the
process. Who will escape alive? Collects issues 24 to 36 of the original Robotech Macross comics.
Former soldier and new mom Alana has already survived lethal assassins, rampaging armies and alien monstrosities, but now she
faces her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.
The explosive "season finale" to SAGA's most shocking storyline yet.
Henry Wilt, tied to a daft job and a domineering wife, has just been passed over for promotion yet again. Ahead of him at the
Polytechnic stretch years of trying to thump literature into the heads of plasterers, joiners, butchers and the like. And things are no
better at home where his massive wife, Eva, is given to boundless and unpredictable fits of enthusiasm - for transcendental
meditation, yoga or the trampoline. But if Wilt can do nothing about his job, he realises he can do something about his wife - and
as each day passes, his fantasies grow more murderous and more real.
At long last, itÍs finally time for the second hardcover collection of SAGA, the New York Times best-selling series praised by
everyone from Alan Moore to Lin-Manuel Miranda! Created by the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES
(Mystery Society, North 40, Archie Comics) and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN (THE PRIVATE EYE, PAPER GIRLS, WE STAND
ON GUARD), SAGA BOOK TWO continues the action-packed education of Hazel, a child born to star-crossed parents from
opposite sides of a never-ending galactic war. Collecting 18 issues of the smash-hit comic, this massive edition features a striking
original cover from Fiona Staples, as well as a brand-new gallery of exclusive, never-before-seen SAGA artwork from legendary
creators including CLIFF CHIANG, PIA GUERRA, FAITH ERIN HICKS, KARL KERSCHL, JASON LATOUR, SEAN GORDON
MURPHY, STEVE SKROCE, and MORE!
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massive hardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy series from
the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most
shocking and impactful issues from the epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe edition features a striking, allnew original cover from FIONA STAPLES, as well as exclusive, never-before-seen extras. Collects SAGA #37-54
Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moores award-winning run on THE SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, this
fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his sojourn to hell, only to learn that his girlfriend Abby is being persecuted for
their –unnatural relations.” When she skips town for Gotham City, he follows and runs afoul of Batman, Lex Luthor and the
Gotham City Police Department. Collects SWAMP THING #51-56.
THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically acclaimed, New York Times bestselling series into one
massive paperback, this compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed parents. Features 1,400 pages
of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including a new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects
SAGA #1-54
"Originally published as The Saga of the Swamp Thing 35-38 and Swamp Thing 39-42."
Celebrate Stan Sakai's beloved rabbit ronin with the Second Edition collections of the comic saga featuring brand new original cover art by
Stan Sakai! Follow Miyamoto Usagi in his epic trek along the warrior's path, beginning with over 600 pages of Usagi's essential adventures.
In this first volume, Usagi protects a village from a band of assassins, reluctantly engages in a duel for blood money, hunts a gangster who
has stolen his swords, and more! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume 2 #1-#16 and Volume 3 #1-#6!
"Celebrate Stan Sakai's beloved rabbit ronin with the Second Edition collections of the comic saga featuring brand new original cover art by
Stan Sakai"-Collects Miles Morales: Spider-Man (2018) #16-21. It’s Moraleses vs. monsters as the Ultimatum saga reaches its chaotic conclusion! Miles
is taking on his biggest responsibility yet: babysitting his new little sister, Billie! But fussiness and feeding time are the least of their problems,
because there’s something horrific stirring underground! Meanwhile, Miles’ uncle Aaron has made a deal with a different kind of monster —
the villainous Ultimatum — and he’s about to get bitten! And to make things worse, when the government outlaws teenage super heroes, life
must change for Brooklyn’s young Spider-Man! It’s time for the next generation to stand together — or fall apart! But will Miles’ greatest
enemy be…himself? Ultimatum’s master plan is in motion, and it’s way bigger than anyone expects. Everyone in Miles’ orbit — and beyond —
will need to come together to win this battle!
The first of three volumes chronicling the entire NORTHLANDERS saga! Writer BRIAN WOOD (DMZ, "Rebels," "The Massive"), with a lineup
of acclaimed artists including DAVIDE GIANFELICE ("Daredevil: Reborn") and RYAN KELLY (LUCIFER), brings his modern, stylish
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sensibility a thousand years into the past. The British Isles were a tempting target to the Vikings, who craved lush land to farm and rich
monasteries to plunder, and the fractured Saxon kingdoms were barely able to resist. But as time progressed and the centuries-old pagan
belief in nature, the fates, and a raucous warrior afterlife were gradually replaced by the rigid traditions of Christianity, a dark ages culture war
took shape. An exiled Viking warrior returns to Orkney to claim a family title in Sven The Returned. A trio of Norse wives hold a coastal fort
against wave after wave of invaders in The Shield Maidens. A forensic investigator tracks a series of killings across pagan Ireland in The
Cross And The Hammer. Thor s Daughter introduces a young woman, the sudden and tragic heir to an army of impatient warriors.And in the
poignant Lindisfarne, a young boy witnesses the brutal monastery raid that started it all. Collects NORTHLANDERS #1-16, #18-19, and #41."
"The eighth volume in Stan Sakai's prestige Saga collection includes three volumes-worth of storylines: 'Two Hundred Jizo,' 'Thieves and
Spies,' and 'The Hell Screen"-Containing the first nine volumes of the acclaimed, New York Times-bestselling series, this compendium tells the entire story of a girl named
Hazel and her star-crossed parents. Features gorgeous full-color artwork, including a new cover from Eisner-winning co-creator Staples.
Collects #1-54.

"The sweeping tale of one young family fighting to find their place in the universe. When two soldiers from opposite sides of a
never-ending galactic war fall in love, they risk everything to bring a fragile new life into a dangerous old world"--P. [4] of cover (v.
1).
Every man, every boy and every other mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth is dead. The gears of society grind to
a halt following the loss of nearly half the planet's population, and a world of women are left to pick up the pieces and try to keep
civilization from collapsing entirely. The "gendercide," however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young
man named Yorick Brown and his male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twentysomething becomes
the most important person on the planet-the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the mysterious sex-specific plague. For
Yorick himself, the most important person on the planet is 7,000 miles away-and he will stop at nothing to find her. But with an
entire ocean still standing between them, chances for a reunion are fading-and new threats are closing in from every side. Writer
Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra's acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE LAST MAN brings to vivid life the age-old
speculation: What would really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #24-36.
Winner of the 2013 Hugo award for Best Graphic Story! When two soldiers from opposite sides of a never-ending galactic war fall
in love, they risk everything to bring a fragile new life into a dangerous old universe. From New York Times bestselling writer Brian
K. Vaughan (Y: The Last Man, Ex Machina) and critically acclaimed artist Fiona Staples (Mystery Society, North 40), Saga is the
sweeping tale of one young family fighting to find their place in the worlds. Fantasy and science fiction are wed like never before in
this sexy, subversive drama for adults. This specially priced volume collects the first six issues of the smash-hit series The Onion
A.V. Club calls "the emotional epic Hollywood wishes it could make." Voted one of the top graphic novels of the year by the NYT,
IGN, the Examiner, and SF Weekly. Voted Best Comic of the year by MTV Geek and Best New Series by Paradox Comics. Voted
a finalist in the GoodReads Best GN of 2012 contest. Named one of Time Magazine's top 10 graphic novels for 2013
"From the worldwide bestselling team of Fiona Staples and Brian K. Vaughan, 'The war for Phang' is an epic, self-contained Saga
event. Finally reunited with her ever-expanding family, Hazel travels to a war-torn comet that Wreath and Landfall have been
battling over for ages. New friendships are forged and others are lost forever in this action-packed volume about families, combat
and the refugee experience."--Back cover.
Spider-Man's greatest fashion disaster continues! With his symbiotic black costume safely removed and imprisoned for study,
Spidey re-dons the classic red-and-blues to battle fearsome foes including Hobgoblin, Silvermane and the Kingpin! And when the
Black Cat whips him up a homemade version of his ebony ensemble, Spidey can embrace a modern look that only looks killer. But
while Peter thinks he's done with his rather clingy former suit, the sinister symbiote isn't finished with him. COLLECTING: Marvel
Team-Up (1972) 146-150; Peter Parker, the Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 96-100, Annual 4; Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
259-263; Web of Spider-Man (1985) 1
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